Shared Content Leadership Group

Meeting Minutes, February 8, 2019

Present: Jo Anne Newyear Ramirez (B), Bob Heyer-Gray (D), Jim Dooley (M), Tiffany Moxham (R), Martha Hruska (SD), Sarah McClung (SF), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Kerry Scott (SC), Becky Imamoto (LAUC), Mihoko Hosoi (CDL)
Absent: Alison Scott (LA), Ivy Anderson (CDL), John Renaud (I)

Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review

- Minutes of the January 25, 2019, meeting were reviewed and approved.

Elsevier Negotiation

- Negotiation Team is discussing the latest Elsevier proposal.

CDL One-Time Expenditure

- SCLG recommended that CDL seek input from CKGs and the STAR Team for recommendations for acquisitions using one-time funds.

CDL Licensing Updates

Open Positions Please contact Mihoko Hosoi with any questions.

- Shared Content Service Coordinator – https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61389 - in-person interviews scheduled for early March; position is open until filled.

Shared Cataloging Program (Reminder) – Please use the CDL Helpline if you have any questions, e.g. delay, errors, etc.:

- Cataloging Delay (if more than three months): A title may have been missed on the vendor title list, UC-eLinks (SFX) might have not yet been activated, the title might be missing the OCLC number, to name a few things that cause cataloging delays. It usually takes about two-three months for OCLC records to become available or for items to become available for SFX activation when new titles are added to an existing collection.
- Cataloging Errors: Please include the OCLC Number (preferred), ISSN, or ISBN in your inquiry.

CDL Acquisitions (Reminder) – FreshDesk Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Software – CDL Acquisitions implemented FreshDesk to track customer inquiries and CDL Acquisitions’ responses. Please use cdlacq@cdlib.org to contact CDL Acquisitions, instead of individual email addresses.

LICENSES

- Cambridge Books Online, 2019-2021 – UC Libraries should now see UC consortial information in GOBI for Cambridge eBook titles. SCP will change its cataloging timeline for Cambridge ebooks to
the 2nd-3rd week of each month to match record availability timeline.

- **Elsevier Journals** -- Negotiations are continuing.
- **Portland Press, Archive & Current Subscription for 2019-2021** – The licenses have been signed, and include TDM and most other standard CDL model license terms. CDL will be working on the launch process soon.
- **Wiley, 2019** – The journal license was signed on 1/29/2019.

**Upcoming Launches, Platform Transitions and Updates**

- **Lyell Collection** – The Lyell Collection has been licensed as a Tier 2 resource. CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.
- **Philpapers** – The OA resource Philpapers has been subscribed for the UC system. CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.
- **MagazinePlus, BookPlus, WhoPlus (Nichigai)** – The licensed Nichigai platform databases have changed URLs with an updated Tier 2 contract and addition of BookPlus. CDL will handle transition activities. Article forthcoming.
- **Takita Choin kyūzō kindai sakka genkōshū (JapanKnowledge)** – Takita Choin kyūzō kindai sakka genkōshū has been licensed systemwide on the JapanKnowledge platform. CDL will handle launch activities. Article forthcoming.
- **America’s Historical Newspapers (Newsbank)** – America’s Historical Newspapers is updating their platform. CDL will handle transition activities. Article forthcoming.

The [Licensing status (request CDL password)](#) page has been updated.